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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for analysis of the curvature of the surface of a 
cornea using a checkered placido comprises, projecting the 
image of the checkered placido onto a patient's cornea, 
detecting the image of the checkered placido reflected off of 
the cornea, detecting a plurality of nodal points from the 
reflected image, determining the mean curvature at a plu 
rality of nodal points and analyzing the mean curvature at a 
plurality of nodal points in order to produce a graphic 
display of the estimated actual curvature of the cornea. 
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OPCAL PATH LAYOUT & DESIGN 

OLD STYLE 
USNG 

CALCULATIONS: 

CCD 1/2"SIZE 
MAGE NEEDED = 

CONVERSION = 

75mm FL, X.25mm 6 LENS 
EDMUND P.N. - B32, 325 

F is FOCAL LENGTH 
f = i + 's S = MAGE DST. 
M = S. S = OBJECT DIST. 

S M = MAGNIFICATION 

6.4mn X4.8mm 2 
mim HORZ. Fisc 75mm 

M = 6.4 s: 0.58 M = 0.58 
S is 4.67 NCHES 

-- 1 S's 8.04 NCHES 
F = s + is 
M = -> M XS = S 

-- = 1 + F MS ' S 

1 it --- -- 
F MS 75 - 204.3 t is 

MS 
F st 1--M 

S = 8.5mm 
is) - 4.67 NCHES 
1.58 

75mm (.58) = .58 (S') 
118.5 = .58 (S') 
204.3 = S = 8.04 NCHES 
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OPTICAL PATH 

NEWSTYLE 

USNG: 60mm FL X 25mm. TECH SPEC 
COATED ACHROMATICLENSES 
EDMUNDP.N. - B 32,724 

OV M-- 

58 (S) 
60mm 1.58 

S' c 163.45mm = 6.43 NCHES 

- - - - 
60 T 63.45 + -- S 

S = 94.8mm c 3.73 NCHES 

10.6 TOTAL LENGTH 

TUBE LENGTH 7.325 

F c. 60mm 
M as O.S8 
S at 3.73 
S's 6.43 
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A SYSTEM MAN MENU 

1. ACQUIRE NEW DATA 
2. REVIEWICOMPARE OLD DATA 
3. CALIBRATE NSTRUMENT 
4. PATIENT DATA UILITIES 
S. EDT PROGRAM PROFILE 

B ACQUIRE DATAMENU 

1. ACQUIRE RIGHT EYE (O.D.) 
2. ACQUIRE LEFT EYE (O.S.) 

1C ACQUIRE DATA MENU 

1. ACQUIRE RIGHT EYE (O.D.) 
2. ACQUIRE LEFT EYE (O.S.) 

SYSTEM READY: CENTER, FOCUS, 
AND PRESS CAPTURE SWITCH 
(ESCABORTS) 

NOTE: 
WHEN #1 WAS SELECTED IN 18, WE ENTERED ROUTINE GET DAT, GET 
DAT() IS FLOWCHARTED INFIG.12B AND IS THE ENTRANCE TO THE 
MAGE PROCESSING SOFTWARE. 

FCG 122A 
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FCG12 B ROUTINE GET DAT() 

- CALL INIT-HRT() <SEE FIG. i2C> 

- NET RENG COURTARRAY 

-CALL HANDFOCUS CSEE FG, 12DD 

- F NOTABORTED BY USER OR ERROR, CALL PROCESS-IMAGE() <SEE 
FG. I.F 

- F PROCESS-IMAGE() IS NOTABORTED, CALL SHOW-CON-DAT() <SEE 
FG, 12Ee 

- F, VIA SHOW-CON-DAT(), USERS"ACCEPTS"PROCESSED IMAGE, CALL 
CAL-FILTER f"RING RECONSTRUCTION'? AND SHOW-CON-DAT() ON THE 
"FILERED" RINGS, 

- F THEY ACCEPT FILTERED RINGS, CALLCALIBRATION INTERPOLATION 
ROUTINES: ALL-CURY-DOP() <SEE FIG.1212 

INIT-HRT() 
- CALL FBINT() FOG12C 

FBINT() 
- NITALIZE POINTERS FOR FG CARD MANIPULATION 

- CALL FIND-FB() 
- NIT CENTER FINDING WINDOW WARIABLES 

FIND-FB() 
PURPOSE. TRY TO DECIDE IF THE FG CARD IS PRESENT AND FUNCTIONING 
ALGORTHM: WRITE SOME DATA TO AROW OF THE FG CARD 

CHANGE ROWS.. 
WRE SOME BLANK DATA TO FG CURRENT ROW 
CANGE ROW BACK TO ORIGINAL 
YER FY TA DATA WREN S SLL THERE 
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HANDFOCUS() 
- CALL YE/SIGNAL FG TO CONTINUOUSLY GRAB FRAMES..."f 
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- SIGNAL FG TO START SAMPLENG AND TO SWITCH CAMERAYDEO SIGNAL 
DIRECTLY TO MULTISYNCWGA MONITOR 

- PAUSE A FEWMILLSECONDS TO LET SYSTEM SETTLE 

- WAT/LOOK-FOR USER TO PRESS CAPTURE SWITCHORENTER 

- IF USER ABORTS OR SIGNALS TO CAPTURE, REGARDLESS, FREEZE AFRAME 
(TAKE A SHOT) FROM THE CAMERA 

- SIGNAL FG TO STOP DESPLAYING CAMERA SIGNAL DIRECTLY ON 
MULTISYNCNGADISPLAY 

NOTE: 

AT THIS POINT, WE HAYE ANIMAGE THAT WE MAYOR MAY NOT WANT 
TO PROCESS...THE MAGE IS STORED IN THE FG CARD'S MEMORY 
(256 KB) 

FG12) 

SHOW-CON-DAT() 

pURPOSE : EXPAND WIDEO IMAGETO FILLENTRE YGASCREEN, THROUGH 
SUPER-MPOSE FOUND RING POINTS ON TOP OF EXPANDED 
IMAGEASK USERF THEY WANT TO USE THIS SHOT (THIS 
S ONE OF THE WAYS WE INDEMNIFYOURSELVES...IT IS THER 
JoBTO DECIDE IF THE SHOT IS YALID) 

ALGORTHM : WE HAVE 512 PIXEL COLUMNS, WE NEED 40 TO FILL 
SCREENSO TAKE EVERY 4TH AND STH PIXELAYERAGE THEM, 
AND INSERT THE RESULT IN BETWEEN THE TWO.ESSENTIALLY, 
THIS MAKES 4 PXES BECOMES, QUICKLY AND IN A 
REASONABLE WAY. 

FG-12E 
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PROCESS-IMAGE () 

PURPOSE: DRIVER FUNCTION FOR MAGE PROCESSING ALGORTHM...AMONG 
OTHER THINGS, THIS FUNCTION WILL ALLOW YOU TO LOAD AN 
EYE IMAGE OFF DISK AND TREAT IT LIKE IT WASJUST 
"CAPTURED" 

ALGORTHM 
OYERVIEW: PREPROCESS () <SEE FIG.12Gs 

(NOTE: NOW HAVE CENTER COORDINATES...) 
FINDRINGS CSEE FG, 12H 

FCG 12 F 

PREPROCESS ( ) 

PURPOSE : PREPARE MAGE FOR RING FINDING...THIS CODE HAS MANY 
THINGST CAN DO THAT WE DO NOTUSE. WILL ONLY 
DESCRIBE THOSE USE IN PRODUCTION" 

TRY TO FND CENTER OF IMAGE: 

- MAKE A COPY OF A BOX FROM THE CENTER OF THE IMAGE 

- SMOOTH OVER BOX AREATWICE (SMOOTHING IS ASTANDARD IMAGE 
PROCESSING TECHNIQUE THATBLEEDS COLORS TOGETHER). CUTS DOWN 
ON CAMERA SIGNAL NOISE (ALLOWS CHEAPER CAMERA) 

- DO SOBELEDGE ANALYSIS ON BOX AREA (AGAIN, SOBELANALYSIS ISA 
STANDARD IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUE WHICHENHANCES EDGES WHILE 
LEAVING OTHER FEATURES"UNTOUCHED") 

- RESTORE BOX AREAWITH THE ORIGINAL MAGE 

NOTE: SEE FIG. 12 FG12CG 
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FINDCENTER () 
PURPOSE : FIND THE CENTER OF THE BOXAREA, WHICH WE ASSUME WILL 

CONTAIN THE CENTER CERCLE FROM THE PLACIDO PATTERN 

ALGORTHM : THE PREPROCESSING AND SOBE ANALYSIS HAYE LEFT US WITH 
ADARK CIRCLE (THE CENTER HOLE) SURROUNDED BY 
RINGS. THE CENTER HOLE SHOULD BE CONSSTENTY THE 
LARGEST BLACK "SPLOTCH" ON THE BOX, SOWE LOOKFOR THE 
HOLE BY TAKING SLCES OUT OF THE BOXAND FENDING THE 
ONES WITH THE LOGEST BLACK"STREAK"N THEMBY 
PROCESS OF TRANGULATON, CAN FEND THE CENTER OF THIS 
DARKHOLE THE TRANGULATIONALLOWS ME TO APPROXIMATE 
THE CENTERTO A TENTH (FIO) OF APIXEL, 
CONSISTENTLY. THE 1/O OF APIXEL RESOLUTIONS 
CRITICAL ESSENTIALLY, BY APPROXMATING TO A 1/O OF 
APIXEL, WE HAVE THE EQUIYALENT OF ACCD CAMERAWITH 
10 TIMES THE RESOLUTION (NO SUCH CAMERAEXISTS) 

NOTE: SEE FIG:12 

F (G12 - 
FNDRINGS 

PURPOSE : FND THE RINGS 

KNOWLEDGE: KNOW THE CENTER COORDS 

ALGORTHM: FROM THE CENTER, LOOK OUT RADALLY AND DETEC 
TRANSiTIONS BETWEEN THE LIGHT AND DARK RINGS. THE 
TRANSiTIONS AREN FACT THE RINGS; WE RECORD THE COORDS 
AND THEN FND THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THESE AND THE CENTER 
- YELDING ARING RADIUS AT THAT/THOSE POINT(S). 
TAKE 360 PROFILES OUT FROM THE CENTERTO THE EDGE OF 
THE MAGE AND FIND AND RECORD THE TRANSiTION PONS ON 
EACH. NOTE THAT ALL THE MATH <EYENSIN() AND COS()> 
S DONE WITH INTEGER ARTHMEC, GREATY ENHANCG 
SPEED. THE TRANSiTIONS ARE FOUND USING ATECHNIQUE 
WHICH MODELS DERVATIVES (IN THE CALCULUS). 

NOTE: EACH PROFILE/MERIDAN (360 OF THEM) CAN BE PROCESSED 
NDEPENDENTLY AND 1 PARALLEL, MAKING THIS ALGORTHM DEAL 

FOR PARALLEL PROCESS G. E SO BEL AALYSS CA. ALSO BE 
DOE PARALLEL 
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METHOD OF CORNEAL ANLYSIS USINGA 
CHECKERED PLACIDO APPARATUS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATIONS 

0002 This patent application is related to the patent 
application for a “VIDEO TO PRINTER INTERFACE 
METHOD AND APPARATUS" by Edwin J. Sarver, Henry 
M. D’Souza, Steven Woo filed concurrently on Apr. 10, 
1992. This patent application is related to the design patent 
application for “DESIGN FOR AN ABSOLUTE DIOP 
TRIC SCALE REPRESENTATION" filed concurrently 
with this application on Apr. 10, 1992 by Edwin Jay Sarver, 
Ph.D. and assigned to EyeSys Laboratories, Inc. This patent 
application is also related to U.S. Ser. No. 07/817,868, “A” 
Contact Lens Sculpturing Device" by Wakil, D'Souza, 
Baumgartner, and Carbonari and assigned to EyeSyS Labo 
ratories, Inc. (divisional application of 607,640 filed Jan. 7, 
1992); U.S. Ser. No. 07/818,659, “A Method of Using A 
Placido' by Wakil, D'Souza, Baumgartner, and Carbonari 
and assigned to EyeSyS Laboratories, Inc. (divisional appli 
cation of 607,640 filed Jan. 7, 1992); and U.S. Ser. No. 
07/819,364, and “A” Placido Apparatus” by Wakil, 
D'Souza, Baumgartner, and Carbonari and assigned to Eye 
Sys Laboratories, Inc. (divisional application of 607,640 
filed Jan. 7, 1992). 

MICROFICHEAPPENDICES FOR COMPUTER 
PROGRAMSOURCE CODE LISTINGS 

0003. This patent specification includes a microfiche 
appendix. The appendix is a Source code listing for the 
CORNEAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM software, which consists 
of 11 microfiche, for a total of 997 frames. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. A number of forms of eye surgery including lamel 
lar corneal Surgery, keratomileusis, epikeratophakia, cataract 
Surgery, penetrating keratoplasty, corneal transplantation 
radial keratotomy as well as laser refractive keratectomy 
involve a consideration of corneal Surface topography. In 
radial keratotomy, for example, a number of cuts are made 
into the cornea in order to change its curvature and correct 
refractive power So that imageS focus closer to the retina, if 
not upon it for best Visual acuity. It has been reported that 
after radial keratotomy “about 55 percent of the patients 
function without glasses and the remaining 45 percent have 
Some degree of improvement.’ Origination of the technique 
of radial keratotomy and other techniques in refractive 
Surgery are generally credited to Dr. Svyatasklav Fyodorov 
of the Soviet Union who is reputed to have performed 
thousands of Such operations. 
0005 While ophthalmic Surgery is often successfully 
performed, the results obtained have been Subject to varia 
tion occasioned by the particular operating “style” of the 
individual Surgeon which dictates the number, location and 
depth of incision. Elements of Subjective judgment are 
paramount. It would be useful to provide a device that could 
assist the Surgeon in more quantitatively assessing pre 
operative and post-operative corneal contours. 
0006 The present system relates to improvements in the 
art of photokeratometry and more particularly to the use of 
digital image processing techniques to ascertain the radius of 
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curvature, refractive power and contour of the cornea. A 
keratometer is an instrument for determining the curvature 
shape of the corneal Surface which generally uses a Placido 
or other illuminated target that is centered around the 
patient’s line of sight. The reflection of a Placido or other 
illuminated target by the patient's cornea or by the tear film 
on the anterior Surface of the cornea is Subsequently ana 
lyzed to determine the Surface contour of the eye. 
0007. The technique in modern form dates from the early 
thirties when the Zeiss optical company of Germany intro 
duced a “Photo KeratoScope'. In general, the art has 
required the image reflected by the eye to be photographed 
and the image on the film measured in a Second Step to 
derive the quantitative data from which the contour map is 
generated. 

0008 Recent improvements have been in the area of 
automating this photogrammetric analysis by re-imaging the 
photograph with a television apparatus and digital Signal 
conversion. After digitization, computer analysis of the 
resultant information is performed with conventional image 
analysis algorithms. This type of data analysis is computer 
intensive and the image formed by the television System 
contains a large amount of redundant and extraneous infor 
mation. For adequate resolution the Sampling rate must 
exceed the data frequency by at least three to one, thus 
generating a huge number of data points for mathematical 
analysis. Consequently the Systems are costly, complex, 
Slow and often lack real resolution in the image analysis. 
Other means have been used for clinical measurements Such 
as direct casting of the eye Surface in plastic or wax and 
coating the cornea with talcum powder and projecting a grid 
on this Surface for photogrammetric analysis. 
0009. The initial development in keratometry came from 
Gullstrand in 1896. Gullstrand disclosed the foundation for 
the current technology but his apparatus had no provision to 
compensate for aberrations in the optical System other than 
limiting the photographic coverage of the cornea to a 4 mm 
area. As a result, multiple exposures and calculations were 
necessary to map the corneal Surface. Much of the modern 
technique was developed by Amsler in 1930 and embodied 
in his “Photo-Keratoscope” which also required measure 
ment and calculation as a separate Step to derive the corneal 
shape data. 

0010. At present, the clinical standard is the Bausch and 
Lomb Keratometer, which is sold commercially. The Bausch 
and Lomb Keratometer only measures the average of the 
corneal radius in two meridians of the central 3 mm “cap” 
of the cornea. The Standard technology does not provide 
total Surface topography of the cornea and thus is inadequate 
for many diagnostically significant abnormalities, contact 
lens fitting, or the needs of ophthalmic Surgical procedures. 
In addition, the prior art technique is cumberSome and 
involves great potential for error. 
0011. The standard instrument which is in most common 
use for central optical Zone shape measurement is the 
Bausch and Lomb Keratometer. Several companies offer 
Similar devices with Similar principles of operation. In these 
devices a Single Mire image is projected on a Small central 
portion of the anterior Surface of the cornea usually 3 mm in 
diameter. The user is required to operate Several controls to 
bring the optically split Mire images reflected from the 
cornea Simultaneously into focus and alignment. In addition, 
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the operator manually records the data obtained at two 
perpendicular axes. Other instruments are also available, 
such as the Haag-Streit Javal Schiotz device which measures 
only one axis at a time, but is slightly easier to use and tends 
to be more accurate in practice than the Bausch and Lomb 
System. In addition there exists a photographic System made 
by International Diagnostic Instrument Limited under the 
trademark “CORNEASCOPE" (and a similar system made 
by Nidek in Japan), as well as autokeratometers by Several 
manufacturers. The CORNEASCOPE produces instant pho 
tographs of the reflection of a Placido disc and requires a 
Second instrument Separate from the camera assembly to 
analyze the data. This System is fairly accurate, but expen 
Sive and tedious to use. The autokeratometers all are limited 
to a Single Zone of approximately 3 mm diameter and, in 
cases where the magnitude of the astigmatism is low, are 
inaccurate in their assessment of axes of astigmatism. Also 
available are three computer-direct Systems which use con 
ventional image analysis algorithms in conjunction with a 
mini-computer. These are the Corneal Modeling System 
(CMS) introduced in 1987 by Computed Anatomy, Inc. of 
New York, N.Y. and the ECT-100, introduced into the 
market by Visioptic of Houston, TeX. and a System using 
light emitting diodes disposed in concentric rings built by 
Zeiss of Germany. The Placido disc-photo technique is 
Superior to the Bausch and Lomb Keratometer because of 
the much greater amount of corneal Surface analyzed from 
the Placido reflection as opposed to the mires of the 
Keratometer. 

0012. A number of patents have been issued that relate to 
keratometers. U.S. Pat. No. 3,797,921 proposes the use of a 
camera to record the Placido reflection from a patients eye. 
From this photograph, the radius of Surface curvature of the 
cornea is determined at Several points and calculated using 
a complex computer System. The use of a ground glass 
focusing Screen with the Small aperture of the optical System 
and large linear magnification makes use difficult and 
requires a darkened room for operation. 

0013 U.S. Pat. No. 4,440,477 proposes a method and 
device for measuring the corneal Surface, comprising a slit 
lamp for illuminating the corneal Surface, a camera for 
recording the reflection from the corneal Surface, and a 
processor to calculate the image distance and the radius of 
curvature of the eye. The operation of the processor is not 
detailed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,440,477. 

0.014) A more recent entry into the market is the “Corneal 
Modeling System” manufactured by Computed Anatomy 
Incorporated of New York which uses a light cone Placido 
target in conjunction with a "frame grabber' to digitize and 
Store for conventional image analysis the pictorial data. The 
Placido is in cylindrical form and illuminated from one end. 
This cylindrical Placido maintains a Small aperture optical 
System creating a large depth of field of focus for the 
imaging System and, consequently, requires a Sophisticated 
focus determining apparatus to assure accurate and repro 
ducible image evaluation. This System is Said to produce 
corneal thickness data using a Scanning laser, as well as the 
Surface contour but is very expensive and does not lend itself 
to clinical applications which are increasingly cost driven. 

0.015 The prior art systems discussed above tend to be 
both expensive and difficult to use. Many of the prior art 
devices have a significant potential for error, due to com 
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plexity of the calculation, the imaging of the corneal Surface 
and the difficulty in operating these Systems. 

0016 Since even a normal human cornea will not be 
perfectly spherical, the illuminated rings will generally be 
reflected from the corneal Surface as a pattern of shapes 
variously distorted from the circular. The data pertaining to 
the coordinates of points in the two-dimensional video 
image is processed to define a three-dimensional corneal 
Surface yielding the equivalent Spherical radius of curvature 
(or dioptric power) for each of the acquired points. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0017 Accordingly, there is provided herein a new tech 
nique for image analysis that provides full topographical 
mapping of the cornea, with almost instant display of the 
corneal radius of curvature at enough points to permit 
accurate assessment of the Surface shape. The improved 
photo keratometer includes a transilluminate target or 
“Placido”, which is reflected by the surface of the eye to be 
examined. A CCD camera and lens System is mounted 
behind the Placido so that the optical axis is coincident with 
the Visual axis of the eye being examined and is generally 
centered in the target member to provide an image of the 
reflection of the target by the eye. The image information of 
multiple “rings” on the cornea from the CCD camera is then 
captured by a frame grabber board and processed by an edge 
detection algorithm to derive the locus of image brightness 
discontinuities which are associated with the target reflec 
tion from the eye. These image points are, in turn, trans 
ferred to Storage in the internal memory as digital represen 
tations of the X, y locus of the image bright/dark transitions 
representing the Placido ring edges. 

0018. The stored data associated with the CCD image of 
the target reflection are then treated by an image processing 
algorithm in a conventional electronic computer to derive 
the Surface contour of the eye and to generate the display of 
the derived shape information for use by the operator. The 
Multi-Functional Corneal Analysis System described herein 
can Serve as a Sensitive method to determine proper contact 
lens fit by measuring the shape of both front and back 
Surfaces of the contact lenses and comparing these shape 
measurements with the shape of the eye to which the Said 
lens is to be applied. 

0019. An illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention the Eyesys Multi-functional Corneal Analysis 
System which combines the features of an automatic 
keratometer, photokeratoScope and corneal topography 
device into a single instrument. Comprehensive keratomet 
ric results and quantitative corneal Surface measurements 
provide multi-functional corneal evaluation capabilities. 
Multiple analysis routines offer information from basic 
keratometric readings to intermediate Zone values and 
graphics to full Surface topography color mapping. An easy 
to use joy-Stick and positioning aid provides precise patient 
alignment and image focus. User-friendly menus guide users 
to quick and reproducible exams. An on-line operators 
manual provides rapid assistance. For most exams, proceSS 
ing time is under 10 seconds for 360 meridians. Corneal 
information is reported as numerical values with graphic 
presentations for the 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm Zones, corneal 
contour profile graphics of any two meridians and topo 
graphical color Surface maps according to either dioptric 
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power or millimeter radius of curvature. Up to four Surface 
maps can be displayed for comparative analysis. Patient 
exams can be archived to hard disc or floppy disc and 
recalled at any time. Permanent records may be produced via 
optional Polaroid camera or color graphics printer. 
0020. An illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention utilizes a unique data-acquisition design to per 
form rapid, cost-effective quantitative photokeratoScopy. 
The System obtains a complete 360 degree measurement 
(approximate corneal Zone diameter 0.9-9.5 mm) with only 
a Single data-acquisition “shot,” eliminating the need for 
camera rotation. The System has a more precise and user 
recognizable focusing target and improved optics over other 
Systems known in the art, which further enhances the 
accuracy and reproducibility of corneal topographic profiles. 
The interval between electronic data capture and complete 
display for all meridians is less than 10 Seconds. The System 
is packaged either as a Single tabletop unit with a base 
dimension of roughly 18"x23" which includes an integrated 
IBM-compatible computer and a photographic port So that 
Standard photokeratoscopic photographs on Polaroid or 
35-mm film can easily be obtained or as a modular unit on 
a mobile pedestal with dimensions of 32"x24" with com 
puter housing Separate from photokeratoScope. Video output 
is available for Video image Storage if desired. In addition to 
Standard numerical displays, new color graphics for corneal 
profiles and for isodioptric color-coded contour maps can be 
Selected. The System in accordance with the invention is 
easy to use and therefore Suitable for use in a Standard 
clinical Setting. Its data-acquisition design provides rapid 
data capture and display and offers distinct advantages for 
clinical and research applications. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0021 FIG. 1 is an overview of the system. 
0022 FIG. 2 is a cross section of the system. 
0023 FIG. 3 is a detail of the System menus and graphic 
presentations. 

0024 FIG. 4 is a diagram of optical principles. 
0.025 FIG. 4A and 4B are a graphic presentation of the 
operation of the focusing aid. 

0026 
ing aid. 

FIG. 5 is a detail of the construction of the focus 

0.027 FIG. 6 is an operational sketch of the focusing aid. 
0028 FIG. 7 is operational depiction of the optical 
assembly and patient positioning assembly. 

0029 FIG. 8 is a mechanical drawing of the optical 
assembly housing. 

0030 FIG. 9 is a schematic of the power supply. 
0031 FIG. 10 is a block diagram and schematic and PAL 
equations for the frame grabber board. 
0.032 FIG. 11 is the optical path layout and design 
methodology. 

0033 FIG. 12 is the system menus and high level 
description of the Software. 

0034 FIG. 13 is a cross section of the eye. 
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0035 FIG. 14 is a front view of the eye. 
0036 FIG. 15 is a graphical representation of the check 
ered Placido apparatus in operation. 
0037 FIG. 16 is a front view of a checkered Placido 
apparatuS. 

0038 FIG. 17 is a rearview of a checkered Placido 
apparatuS. 

0039 FIG. 18 is a diagonal view of a checkered Placido 
apparatuS. 

0040 FIG. 19 is a front view of a checkered Placido 
apparatuS. 

0041 FIG. 20 is a front view of a Placido. 
0042 FIG. 21 is a side view of a checkered Placido 
image projected onto a cornea and an expanded view of a 
Selected nodal point. 

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

0043. I. System Overview 

0044 FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate the more important 
features of the eye as they relate to keratometry. The pupil 
of the eye is defined by the central area surrounded by the 
iris. The iris opening Size is controlled by the autonomic 
nerve System in relation to the brightness of illumination as 
well as other factors and may be as Small as one millimeter 
in diameter in bright light to five millimeters in diameter in 
dim light. The constriction of the iris in bright light also 
provides an increase in depth of focus Such as is observed in 
conventional photography. The reflection of the one or more 
concentric rings of the Placido off of the anterior corneal 
Surface will appear as more or less circular bright rings 
Superimposed on the pupil and iris when Viewed by the 
television camera. The interior of the eye is shown as a 
horizontal croSS-Section to show the more important Struc 
tures. The globe is enclosed in a Semi-rigid white membrane 
called the Sclera. The transparent membrane at the front is 
called the cornea. The cornea is a thin membrane which is 
supported in shape by the pressure of the fluid behind the 
membrane and in front of the crystalline lens. The lens is 
Supported by a System of filaments and muscle tissue which 
cooperate to change its thickneSS and, in consequence, the 
focal length of the lens. 
004.5 The primary focusing power of the optical system 
of the eye is provided by the light refraction curvature of the 
cornea and the fluid filling the anterior chamber, while the 
lens Serves to permit the change of plane of focus from near 
objects to distant Scenes. The light entering the eye through 
the iris opening is brought to focus on the Surface of the 
retina which lines a large portion of the inner globe and 
contains the photo-receptor cells. These cells are of two 
general types, rods and cones. The rods predominate in the 
areas peripheral to central image and are highly Sensitive to 
light but devoid of color sensitivity. The rods provide 
"Scotopic' or night vision. The cones predominate in the 
central retina and in the “fovea', where critical central vision 
takes place. The center of vision is located in the fovea 
which is displaced from the optical axis of the eye by Some 
five to Seven degrees. Because the Surface of the cornea is 
not a perfect Spherical Section the curvature of the Surface is 
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asymmetrical around the center of vision or visual axis and 
must be taken into consideration in keratometry. 
0046) As noted in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,542.458 and 4,440,477 
the reflection of an object in a convex mirror will produce an 
image which is “virtual” (cannot be formed on a Screen, but 
can be viewed directly) erect, and reduced in size by an 
amount which is a function of the radius of curvature of the 
mirror. In this system, the tear film and/or the surface of the 
cornea acts as Such a mirror. The formula often used to 
define the light reflected from a transparent Surface is 
dependent upon the index of refraction of the optical 
medias-involved. 

0047 The commonly used values of the indices of refrac 
tion, n, for the three media of transmission in this case, air 
to tear film and cornea are 1.000 for air, 1.333 for the tear 
film and 1.3375 for the cornea. There exists approximately 
a two percent reflection at both of these optical interfaces, 
i.e. the air/tear film and tear film/anterior corneal Surface. 
The Small thickness of the tear film places both reflections 
in close proximity So that they are indistinguishable from 
each other for instrumental purposes. As a result these 
reflections are lumped together for clinical applications. 
However, the small amount of light in the reflected pattern 
influences the System design, as discussed below. 
0.048. The anterior surface of the normal cornea is not 
quite Spherical, as it appears to have been assumed in the 
construction of many of the prior art devices Such as the 
Bausch and Lomb Keratometer, but is more nearly an 
ellipsoid. The central two or three millimeters of the normal 
cornea does conform reasonably to the Spherical form So the 
simplistic model will serve to illustrate the optics of the 
System for rays at or near the common optical axis. 
0049. The user is most often interested in data presenta 
tion in terms of diopters of focusing power of the cornea. 
The radius information can then be converted to this form in 
the commonly use formula as follows: 

0050 where the index of refraction of the cornea n is 
assumed to be 1.3375 and the radius of curvature of the 
corneal Surface r is expressed in meters. It should be noted 
that there is not an agreement on the actual value of the 
effective index of refraction of the cornea to be employed in 
keratometry and that the calculation of corneal curvature in 
dioptric form also involves optical correction factors to 
compensate for the effectively negative “lens” formed by the 
rear Surface of the cornea. In practice the value of index of 
refraction used by Several Systems for this conversion range 
from 1.332 (Zeiss) 1.336 (American Optical) to 1.3375 
(Haag-Streit and Bausch & Lomb). The “normal” range of 
curvature in the central Zone ranges from 7.2 to 8.3 mm with 
a mean value of 7.8 mm. Some representative values for the 
Bausch & Lomb instruments converting the readings into 
diopters are shown in the following table: 

Dioptral curvature Surface radius in mm 

61.O 5.53 
6O.O 5.63 
47.O 7.18 
45.O 7.50 
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-continued 

Dioptral curvature Surface radius in mm 

44.0 7.67 
42.O 8.04 
41.O 8.23 

0051. From the foregoing it follows that the conversion 
of the data into dioptric form is not difficult and involves the 
use of a Selected constant but that the data So expressed is 
subject to variable error inherent in the technique. The 
common keratometer has been used for many years with 
data in dioptric form, even though the magnitudes are not 
precisely accurate. The choice of display form either in 
diopters or millimeter radius of curvature is Selectable in this 
System to permit the user to choose between the more 
accurate and the more common form. The display of the 
derived data may be in graph form for ease of assimilation 
and application by the user. 
0052 The data of interest to the user is generated from 
the pixel radii of each chord of Placido ring reflection in the 
acquired image in any of the possible directions from center. 
The millimeter radius of curvature and dioptric curvature of 
the Surface at each of these points is then provided to the user 
for his evaluation. The keratometer known in the art and in 
common use measures two perpendicular meridians at each 
Selected angle and produces data in the form of “K1, K2, 
cylinder and axis. These terms refer to the average dioptric 
curvature from both sides of visual axis in each of the two 
meridians which have the greatest and least curvature, 
assumed to be 90 degrees apart in “regular astigmatism the 
magnitude of the difference between the two, and the angle 
relative to the horizontal of the larger of the two. The terms 
are commonly used and are recognized by the user as 
definitive of these descriptive elements as derived by con 
ventional keratometry. The axis can either be measured or 
assumed to be regular (90 degrees apart), however, in 
today's applications more comprehensive data is necessary. 
K values are obtained for a full 360 degrees by a process of 
repeated measurement and recordation. 
0053 To reduce the amount of data required to define the 
ring image size in radial terms, only those pixel loci which 
define a change of brightness greater than a threshold value 
are Stored. Each ring reflection produces one data point at 
each reflection edge. These points can be used to determine 
the actual locus of the center of the ring reflections. The 
optical System is preferably provided with an optical fiber 
which defines the optical center of the System and provides 
a bright point of light for the patient to fixate upon. The 
reflection of this Small point from the cornea provides a true 
center from which all measurements are made. Furthermore 
the numerical Scatter of the data points is a function of the 
focus and overall image quality which permits the evalua 
tion of each measurement for minimum acceptable quality. 
The decision to reject any measurement which does not 
fulfill the quality standard is set into the Software. This is due 
to the requirement that the object distance be known and 
fixed for accurate data analysis. Small errors in focus can 
degrade the measurement and So an optical System with a 
small depth of field of focus and a software scatter deter 
mination are used to insure accuracy. The central fixation 
target reflection from the optical fiber is also examined for 
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relationship to the true center of the picture and if the image 
is decentered in either axis by a predetermined amount the 
measurement is invalidated. The Shadow cast by the nose, 
brow, lashes, etc. as well as the lid margin which may lie 
within the camera field will cause Some data points to be 
missing from the theoretical maximum number. The lash 
Shadows will not completely obscure the area to be mea 
Sured and So Some minimum number of valid points may be 
Selected which will permit the areas thus partially masked to 
be defined with a large degree of confidence. The entire 
picture is examined for brightness transitions in this manner 
and the axis determined by mathematical algorithms in the 
computer. Given that, for example, the image resolution of 
the System provides a pixel Size, Placido image referred, of 
0.014 mm (750 pixels=10 mm so one pixel=1/75 mm or 
0.0133 mm) then an estimate of the minimum curvature 
difference and radial interval detectable by the system can be 
derived. 

0.054 For best accuracy, each instrument should be cali 
brated periodically to compensate for minor differences in 
System magnification and linearity to obtain maximum accu 
racy of the derived data. For this reason calibration means 
preferably are provided as a part of the computer Software 
and the user may check the calibration and reset the table 
values at any time. 
0055 Referring now to FIG. 4, the optical theory dia 
gram ShowS Some of the relationships which are of interest 
in the present System. 
0056 An object (the cornea of the eye to be measured) 
with a size his imaged by reflection at plane d with an image 
size h". The magnification is derived by the usual formula: 

0057 The focal length of a convex mirror is negative and 
equal to one-half of the radius of curvature. The sum of the 
reciprocals of the object and image distances is equal to the 
reciprocal of the focal length. These two can then be 
combined to the form: 

0059. It follows that the remainder of the image is formed 
in a similar fashion and that the same figure applies in any 
meridian. (These formulae are only true for rays which are 
very close to the optical axis). From the size of the object, 
Size of the image, the distance and the optical magnification, 
the radius of curvature can be calculated as follows: 

R=M(2U/O)I 
0060. Where: 
0061) M is the magnification constant of camera and 
optics, 

0.062 U is the distance from object to cornea; 
0.063) I is the observed size of image; and 
0.064 0 is the actual size of object. 
0065. The objects imaged are the several rings of the 
target which yield the curvature of the eye at Several 
distances from the center of the cornea. For the " ring, all 
the constants are lumped into one, K, thus: 
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0066) R, is the radius of curvature of cornea of the i" ring; 
0067 I, is the observed size of i' ring; and 
0068 K, is the i' ring conversion constants. 
0069. Thus, all that is needed for computation of curva 
tures are the K constants. The KS can be calculated but it 
is much easier, and more accurate, to measure them by 
calibrating the instrument with balls of known, precise 
diameter R, and Setting all K=1. The values of V are 
measured which provides a measurement of I. Since V=1XI. 
Thus, the constants are determined by: 

K=R/V, 

0070). Where: 
0071 R is the known radius of calibration ball; and 
0072 V, is the measured radius of calibration ball with Ki 
Set to 1. 

0073. According to conventional techniques a table is 
constructed to provide a look up System for conversion of 
measured refleX diameters, representing a range of known 
Surface curvature values. In this manner the necessary 
degree of precision may be achieved to assure accurate 
output data accuracy for the intended application. Interpo 
lation between table entries is quite practical and reduces the 
number of table entries needed to assure accurate measure 
mentS. 

0074. A more exact surface shape characterization could, 
in theory, be obtained by the method iterated by Wittenberg 
and Ludlam in a paper published in the Journal of the 
Optical Society of America Vol. 56 No. 11, November 1966 
but the Simpler form provides adequate accuracy for clinical 
use. The magnification factor and the effective numerical 
aperture are chosen as a compromise between the most 
desirable Small relative aperture and acceptably Small depth 
of field to facilitate the Setup and focusing Step. This 
provides an acceptable error from Subject positioning result 
ing from inability to judge Small differences in Subject 
distance due to the depth of focus of the optical System as 
well as adequate image brightness for noise reduction. In 
most, if not all cases, the exact Surface contour is of leSS 
interest to the clinician than the relative contour. For 
example, in a Surgical application, the object is to arrive at 
a Smooth, regular corneal Surface, which has a similar shape 
in two perpendicular axes. That is to say that the corneal 
astigmatism is minimal. The errors of measurement are least 
at, or near, the center of the cornea which is the main image 
forming Surface of the eye. Therefore Small error accumu 
lation in the periphery of the cornea are tolerable. In Surgical 
procedures where the cornea is cut, Suture tension and 
location can alter the Surface shape. The peripheral curvature 
must be maintained as closely as possible to the same value 
in all axes if there is to be no induced post-operative 
astigmatism. The keratometer can provide information for 
post-operative adjustment of Sutures to better achieve this 
result. The shape derivation for contact lens fitting is also a 
comparative proceSS in that the lenses may also be measured 
by the instrument and So Small errors from true Surface 
derivation cancel and the resulting data are usable in a 
clinical context. 

0075 Because the eye is centered in the picture by 
adjustment of the instrument and headrest at the time of 
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Setup and because the Subject is fixating on a target which is 
coaxial with the System's optical axis, the center of the 
reflected image and thus, the cornea can be located exactly 
by a rather Simple Software technique. The largest difference 
between the two central image points from the fixation lamp 
reflection constitutes a measurement that is equivalent to a 
diameter of the inner Placido ring reflection (in pixel terms). 
One-half of that measured value is the center of the figure. 
The remainder of the analysis is based upon similar tech 
nique and is much leSS Software intensive than the classical 
image analysis algorithms which make more complex deci 
Sions about a much larger number of pictorial elements each 
of which may have one of many numerical values which 
may represent intensity, Saturation and hue. Thus it can be 
Seen that this System Substitutes novel means and method for 
the conventional image analysis technique to permit the 
construction of a very inexpensive System which can be used 
to produce clinically useful data when operated by unso 
phisticated users within the economic constraints imposed 
by current clinical fee Structures. 
0.076 The computer program controls measurements, 
data analysis and display format. Each Single measurement 
consists of measuring the edges of the Placido reflection in 
View. Subsequent to the data gathering Step, the curvatures 
are computed from the available edges. Any values falling 
outside of a window of selectable size are considered “bad”. 
Then the half chord measurements for each ring from the 
Selected data points are derived. The values of curvature are 
Similarly computed for each ring image on each Side of 
center at enough angles to permit accurate assessment of 
major and minor axis angles. 
0077. The formula used for computing the curvatures is: 

R=KR, 

0078. Where: 
(0079) R; is the radius of corneal surface curvature of it" 
ring, 

0080 K is the lumped constant of " ring; and 
I0081) R, is the measured radius of " ring. 
0082 (The lumped constant depends on magnification, 
ring size, local rate of curvature etc.) The constants Ki are 
determined by calibrating the instrument by measuring 
objects of known radius. These data are Stored on a disk, in 
an EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory). 
For Some Similar means for use by the main program. The 
provision of a variable focal length camera lens would 
permit adjustment to compensate the magnification errors 
which will result from the tolerance of focal length of 
commercial lenses if desired but the calibration table method 
is the preferred embodiment. 

0083) 
0084) Referring now to FIG. 2, the keratometer of the 
preferred embodiment comprises a Placido or Similar target, 
a lens system, a CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera 50 
for receiving the reflection of the Placido 2 from the eye and 
an image processing Sub-System 48. 

II. Processing Circuitry And Operation 

0085. The eye to be examined is positioned according to 
conventional techniques preferably at a distance of 3 inches 
from the Placido and centered on the optical system. Refer 
ring to FIG. 15 for more detail the Placido is in the form of 
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a trans-illuminated Surface of translucent material 220 with 
the CCD camera lens centered in the Placido, and with the 
lens, in turn, Surrounded by concentric circles of opaque 
material 221. The Placido is illuminated by one or more 
lamps 222 placed behind the disc Surface So the translucent 
areas are bright circles as viewed by the Subject. By this 
technique an image is provided in a plane 223 posterior to 
the normal corneal Surface of the eye 224. Referring back to 
FIG. 2, the reflection of this image is received by a CCD 
camera after passing through the lens. The lens preferably 
includes an objective lens 53 located at or near its focal 
length from the eye. A beam splitter or mirror 15 may be 
included along with a second lens 52 whereby a portion of 
the image formed by the objective lens may be diverted to 
a camera port for photographic recordation of the eye and 
the Placido reflection. Otherwise the remaining image por 
tion is brought into focus at the photo-Sensitive Surface of 
the CCD camera 51. 

0086 The subject is placed in front of the instrument with 
the chin Supported in a rest (24) which may be adjusted for 
Subject size in terms of chin to eye dimension. This adjust 
ment (25) is typically a Screw operated device. The optical 
assembly (58) is mounted in suitable “slides” or rollers (45, 
46) which permit motion in two perpendicular planes with 
out rotation So that either eye may be aligned on the optical 
axis and the image brought into critical focus by the 
motions. The Placido (2) is illuminated from behind by a 
lamp (27) which may be a circular fluorescent tube or other 
type as desired. The assembly is also moveable in the 
vertical axis which could be by a means of a slide (32, 33) 
under control of a screw (31). The rotation of the screw may 
be by a knob or a motor drive comprising a motor (40), 
pulleys (37,39) and a cooperating belt (38) or other suitable 
means to permit the elevation of the optical axis to be under 
operator control for alignment of the optical axis of the 
instrument with the eye to be measured. The action of a 
“joy-stick” (42) mounted in a ball and socket system (43) 
under operator control via a cam or friction member (44) 
preferably propels the instrument on the Slides, rollers or 
wheels (45, 46) to facilitate the positioning and focus steps. 
The present System in accordance with the invention utilizes 
a positioner assembly from SCO, Scandicci, Florence, Italy. 
A brow rest (26) may be mounted on the head support 
system (49) to insure the fixed position of the eye to the 
instrument while the adjustment and measurement are made. 
The patient is requested to focus his eye on the fixation target 
(79) to assure the coincidence of the optical axes of the 
instrument with the eye (1). After the positioning and focus 
Step, the operator presses the Switch (41) or a foot operated 
Switch, at which time the portions of the image relating to 
the measurement to be made are captured by the electronic 
assembly (48) and suitable power supply (47) operatively 
asSociated there with. 

0.087 An object (the Placido) is reflected from the surface 
of the cornea and the size of the reflection is measured. The 
focal length of a convex mirror is one-half of the radius of 
curvature and the image and object sizes can be related to the 
focal length. The object in this case is preferably a Placido 
or Placido's disc. 

0088. The data points which are recorded in memory 
comprise pixel numbers which denote the locus in X, Y 
terms of each brightness transition in the picture which are 
over threshold magnitude. These points are contaminated to 
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Some extent by random noise and So must be treated to 
remove the noise, establish centering and focus accuracy and 
general quality prior to being converted into final form for 
use in Standard display algorithms. AS the data points are 
Stored in memory at the time of recordation, the points 
which define line numbers can be identified by addition of 
a flag bit in the position commonly occupied by the Sign bit. 
This is possible because the data points all bear a common 
positive sign and makes Sorting Simpler by making use of a 
Sign compare instruction available in most computers. The 
line numbers are Stored as a paired table with the data points 
provided by the pixel numbers in the measurement and the 
proceSS continues until all data points are So Sorted. The end 
of data in Storage is indicated by either a line number or a 
pixel number being equal to Zero which is caused by clearing 
the entire data memory to ZeroS prior to each measurement. 
This technique reduces the number of data points to be 
treated in the ensuing calculations. A numerical mask is Set 
into the Software to define a Small area at the center of the 
picture which defined the location in which the fixation 
target reflection will be found if the instrument is properly 
aligned with the eye (1). The reflection of the fixation target 
should be inside this mask for best accuracy. The data points 
within a slightly larger area are averaged to define the optical 
center of the data to be treated. 

0089. If the average data point is within the mask area, it 
is Stored as the center point for polar data form conversion; 
if outside the mask the measurement is aborted. The operator 
may be notified of the error or an automatic repeat mea 
Surement for Some given number of tries, commonly (3) can 
be done prior to the notification as desired. 

0090. After the data format conversion from Cartesian to 
polar form the angle count is Set to Zero and the points in 
radial Sequence are Stored in a table. This is repeated for as 
many angles as are desired. The increase in the number of 
angles enhances later display use but increases the calcula 
tion time So the number of angles is user Selected. 

0.091 After all desired angles have been converted, the 
data points are examined by distance from center as groups. 
It should be noted that this is in Sequence terms as opposed 
to discrete distance terms in that the reflection will be closed, 
nested curves, but not circles or other regular figures in most 
CSCS. 

0092. The radially selected groups are subjected to a 
Smoothing process Such as least Squares or moving average 
window to define the shape of the reflection of the Placido. 
To provide the common form of central K1, K2, Cylinder 
and Axis, the innermost Smooth curve may be presumed to 
be an ellipse and the calculations produce the “best fit” 
ellipse from the Smoothed data. From this the K1 and K2 are 
determined by look up and interpolation from the calibration 
data table and the numerical difference becomes “Cylinder' 
or astigmatism. The Axis is, of course, the major axis angle 
of the determined ellipse in anti-clockwise form from Zero 
degrees in the horizontal plane extending to the right of the 
origin. 

0093. The remaining steps take each set of points for 
Successive concentric reflections and Smooth them in like 
fashion. Any data point which fails to fit the smooth curve 
by more than two standard deviations or other like threshold 
parameter is then deleted and the data reSmoothed. The 
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Smoothed data are then converted to X, Y and millimeter 
radius of Surface curvature form by table look up for use in 
any desired display format. 

0094. The area of corneal coverage is 0.9 mm-9.0 mm. 
(G42.5D). The axis range is 0-360 degrees (1 degree 
increments). The diopter range is 9D-99D. The resolution is 
+/-0.25 diopters. The dimensions of an integrated System 
embodiment are 23"Dx18"Wx24"H, 80 pounds, otherwise, 
the System components can be modularized and provided on 
a compact mobile pedestal table. 

System Components 

0095 The system in accordance with the invention is 
comprised of a photokeratoScope, a Placido 2, a patient 
focusing assembly 202, a computer 203, a high resolution 
CCD video camera, a 14" VGA color monitor 200 and an 
image processing Subsystem. The System is mounted on a 
table top which is attached to a moveable pedestal 205. 
0096. The illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention includes the following components: 
0097 Photokeratoscope, case, CCD camera, Placido, 
light chamber, optics assembly, patient focusing assembly, 
positioning base/chinrest, IBM AT compatible computer or 
80386 based computer, 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard, 40 
Megabyte Hard Disc Drive, 1.44 Megabyte Floppy disc 
Drive, High Resolution CCD Video Camera, 14" VGA 
Color Monitor, Image Processing Sub-System, Image pro 
cessing algorithms, frame grabber board, power Supply 
board, pedestal, tabletop. 

Image Processing 

0098. The image processing software and all other soft 
ware used in the System in accordance with the invention is 
Set out in the appendix. The Software is adapted for Speed 
and performance in numerous ways. The Software uses 
integer mathematics in lieu of floating point mathematics to 
obtain a Substantial increase in Speed on the family of 
processors used by the system, the Intel X86 family of 
processors, available from Intel Corporation, Santa Clara 
Calif. These techniques improve performance on any pro 
ceSSor, however. Integer math is even faster than using a 
co-processor for floating point operations. The math uses a 
fixed point operator. For instance, to use the number 3.279 
the proxy number 3,279 is manipulated instead using integer 
math; the decimal point is later placed in the result as 
necessary. This is much faster than floating point math. The 
System in accordance with the invention also uses integer 
math for Sines and cosines, simply Scaled by 1000 to give a 
Significant increase in performance. Because only three 
Significant digits are necessary, this Scale by 1000 operation 
WorkS adequately to give three significant digits. 

0099. Numerous performance enhancements are detailed 
in the Source listing. An important factor in performance 
enhancement is the architectural design of the Software as 
well as the Selection of Steps and Sequence used to perform 
the image processing and other function. Additionally the 
technologies of image processing, parallel processing and 
expert Systems are incorporated into the Software design. 

0100. The software design is parallel. It can be executed 
on a parallel processor Such as a Super computer and would 
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not be forced to be sequential. Therefore the architecture has 
been designed So that it can be executed in a parallel 
implementation. 

Edge Detection 

0101 The system in accordance with the invention uses 
an edge detection algorithm implemented in Software. Each 
Placido ring that is reflected in the cornea is seen as two 
edges by the edge detector. Other known Systems use peak 
amplitude to detect Placido ring locations which is leSS 
accurate and generates fewer data points for post image 
capture analysis. The System in accordance with the inven 
tion uses the edge detection Software to Sense the interior 
and exterior edge of each ring (see FIG. 12K). The image 
processing Software then counts the number of pixels to each 
edge of a Placido ring, and then rotates 1 degree and repeats 
the process of counting pixels. 
0102) For example, if nine Placido rings were used and 
reflected off of the cornea they would generate eighteen ring 
edges; this implies 360 degreesx 18 edges=5760 points of 
corneal topographic information. Older Style keratometers 
only utilized four data points, the radius to a single mire or 
ring measured 90 degrees apart and then photographed the 
mire reflected in the cornea to quantify a spherical charac 
teristics of the cornea. The total analysis alone took over 20 
minutes to complete. The System in accordance with the 
invention performs a full 360 degree analysis in under 15 
Seconds. 

0103) The number of pixels counted to the edge of a 
Placido ring corresponds to a particular radius of curvature 
when compared to the calibration curve for the system. The 
edge detector which resides as Software in the computer 
looks at the pattern of rings reflected from the cornea on the 
CCD camera and captured by the frame grabber board and 
counts the number of pixels to the edge of each concentric 
ring. The number of pixels counted to each ring edge is 
proportional to the radius of curvature of the corneal Surface 
of the eye at that point. 
0104. The image processing software resides in the inte 
grated computer performing edge detection to find the edge 
of each Placido ring reflected on the corneal Surface, then 
image processing algorithm Software creates a table of pixel 
distances to each Placido ring edge thus generating a pixel 
count or distance to a ring edge that is proportional to the 
corneal radius of curvature. The System in accordance with 
the invention uses Sub-pixels /10 resolution to determine 
position of edges and diopter measurements. These calcu 
lated pixel distances are compared to the calibration curve to 
generate the topographic curvature for the object cornea. 
0105 Software also includes function for patient history, 
data base management, displays, driving the Video board, 
Writing pixels to the display board buffer, Site Specific 
profiles for communications parameters, doctor preferences 
for number of colors on the Screen, file manipulation code, 
menus and numerous other functions evident upon exami 
nation of the Software Source listings in the appendix. 

Calibration Curve 

0106 The illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention generates a calibration curve by imaging objects 
with a known radius of curvature. The calibration routine 
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calculates and stores a look up table (essentially a calibration 
curve) for each of four calibration spheres in the current 
design, each table corresponding to the number of pixels 
counted for this known radius of curvature. The number of 
calibration spheres can easily be increased or decreased. 
Presently these four tables are used to generate an interpo 
lated calibration curve (pixel versus diopter or radius of 
curvature). This best-fit curve, presently calibrated to four 
known radius-of-curvature calibration objects, gives the 
radius of curvature for a given pixel count when imaging an 
object with an unknown radius of curvature. The software 
Source code is listed fully in the appendix. 

Data Presentation and Display 
0107 Corneal information can be reported as a set of 
numerical values or may be displayed in a color-graphic 
presentation. The System in accordance with the invention is 
capable of graphical presentation of the 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 
mm Zones, or as a corneal contour profile graphic of any 
meridian. The System in accordance with the invention can 
also generate topographic color coded Surface maps in either 
diopter or millimeter radius of curvature Scales. Up to four 
Surface maps can be displayed together for comparative 
analysis. Patient exams can be archived to floppy disc and 
recalled at any time. Permanent records can be produced via 
optional Polaroid camera or color graphics printer. 
0108. The colored graphics presentation can be utilized to 
show where to make correcting incisions into the cornea 
during a radial keratotomy or laser Sculpturing procedure of 
the cornea. A video display monitor is utilized to view the 
graphic presentation. Video graphics can be Saved on the 
System printer or on disc for archival purposes. 
0109 Graphical displays can also be useful to record the 
topographic history of the cornea during the healing process. 
The cornea can take months and Sometimes even years to 
heal: the cornea has no blood in it, So it repairs Similar to a 
missing finger nail; it does not Scab over and heal within a 
week or So. Such historical topographic data enables a 
doctor to make necessary adjustments as the cornea heals. 
The doctor can tighten or loosen Sutures or make other 
correcting adjustments to optimize the corrective effects of 
Surgery on the shape of the cornea. 
0110 Graphical presentations can also be used to com 
pare the topographic corneal characteristics before and after 
surgery. The difference between the two can also be shown 
So that a physician can observe how the Surgery has affected 
the topography of the cornea. Examples of the graphic 
presentations are presented in FIGS. 3A-3L. 
0111. The graphic display can be chosen from menus as 
shown in FIG. 3A using the “Select Display Format” menu. 
FIG. 3B is an example display of keratometric data 
(orthogonal). FIG.3C is an example display of keratometric 
data showing astigmatism in a “torque display' in which the 
3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm topographies are overlaid in one 
display. FIG. 3D is a profile graph which can be generated 
for any 2 meridians. FIG. 3E is a tabular display of 
keratometric data which can be generated for any 2 merid 
ians. FIG. 3F is an example display of a contact lens fitting 
map showing the dioptric correction for different points on 
the cornea. FIG. 3G is an example of a comparative 
isodioptric mapping that can be generated to compare 1, 2, 
3 or 4 eyes. FIG. 3H is a color map with nonnalized dioptric 
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scale. FIG. 31 is an example of a data overview display. 
FIG. 3.J is an example of display eye image which is a 
display of the eye and the Placido ring image upon it. FIG. 
3K is an example of the contact lens fitting display. FIG. 3L 
is an example of comparative iso-dioptric color mapping. 
FIG. 3M is an example of a tabular display of curvature data 
in any two Selected meridians. 
0112 The dataorganization and presentation software 
Source code is listed in appendix 1. 

Precise Placido Positioning and Focusing Aid 

0113. The size of the reflection of the Placido in the 
cornea, and therefore the calculated perceived radius of 
curvature for a particular Zone of the cornea, is a function of 
the distance from the eye to the Placido. Therefore it is 
desirable that this distance be the Same each time the doctor 
analyzes the topography of the cornea. A change in the 
distance would render an erroneous calculation as to the 
topography of the cornea. For instance, should the Placido 
be positioned slightly closer to the cornea on a Second 
"SnapShot,” the rings would appear farther apart and more 
pixels would be counted between the rings even though the 
shape of the cornea has not changed, and the results would 
erroneously indicate an increase in the millimeter radius of 
CurVature. 

0114. In the present embodiment the actual Placido is 
approximately 3" from the eye; however, a focus aid is 
employed to exactly position the Placido to the Same posi 
tion for each diagnostic Session. The focusing aid is much 
closer to the eye than the actual Placido and it projects 
focusing cross-hairs on to the eye. These focusing croSS 
hairs constitute a “synthetic Placido' which represents a 
Placido which is much closer to the eye than the actual 
Placido. Therefore when the focusing aid or “synthetic 
Placido' is positioned precisely the positional errors in the 
actual Placido are negligible. Therefore the deviations in the 
position of the actual Placido become insignificant and aid 
accurate and reproducible positioning of the actual Placido, 
thus reducing inaccuracies in corneal topographic calcula 
tions due to positioning errors. 
0115 The focusing aid projects focusing cross hairs onto 
the eye. The focusing aid acts as an optical range finding 
System to determine when the cornea is in focus. The 
focusing aid promotes accurate and reproducible eye place 
ment to get exact comparative readings between pre-opera 
tive and post-operative corneal topography. Comparative 
readings are also useful in determining how the corneal 
shape may change over time during the healing process. The 
position of the Placido with respect to the eye is important 
in determining the corneal topography, in both an absolute 
or a comparative Sense. The corneal topographic character 
istics are also useful in determining and predicting the after 
effects of Surgery and detecting possible errors that may 
have occurred in Surgery using other diagnostic techniques 
than the System in accordance with the invention. 
0116. The space between the reflected Placido rings is a 
function of the distance from the eye to the Placido 2. 
Because the Placido may appear in focus during travel 
through the depth of field for a particular lens, there can be 
Significant variance in the distance from the Placido to the 
eye for two different points within the depth of field. A 
difference in this distance from the Placido to the eye causes 
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a difference in the distance between the Placido concentric 
circles, inducing an error in measurements of the distance 
between the Placido lines. The Placido should be positioned 
at the same distance from the eye each time a measurement 
is taken So that variations in the distance between reflected 
Placido lines are caused by variations in corneal topography 
and not by variations in the distances from the Placido to the 
COC. 

0117 Now referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, prior art 
systems use a triangulation method (100) as shown in FIG. 
4A. The prior art method employs converging laser beams 
100 from lasers 102, to position the apex of the cornea, 101 
relative to the optical assembly 58. This method introduces 
an error in post-Surgery keratometric readings, as the tip or 
apex of the cornea 101 may be depressed substantially from 
its pre-operation position. This depression causes a flatten 
ing of the corneal apex as shown in FIG. 4B. This flattening 
causes the cornea to be positioned closer to the optical 
System under the prior art and thus exaggerating the corneal 
flattening resulting from the Surgery. The prior art triangu 
lation focusing method induces an error in the distance to the 
reference point, the apex of the cornea. The prior art System 
therefore is leSS likely to give consistent and repeatable 
results or measurements because the distance from the 
optical assembly to the entire cornea changes after Surgery 
inducing an error in postoperative measurement. Moreover, 
the use of lasers projected onto the cornea is also dangerous 
as they can damage the tissue. 
0118. The illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention offers an improvement in that these induced errors 
are reduced to enhance repeatable and accurate results. The 
present System in accordance with the invention uses two 
light emitting diodes (LEDs) 104, however another illumi 
nating Source or means of projecting an image could be 
used. These LED projected images do not converge but are 
pointed at the limbus area at the periphery of the eye. These 
LEDS project a focus aid image consisting of an “X” or croSS 
hairs 103 onto the outer portion or limbus area of the eye. 
This outer portion is leSS Susceptible to change through 
either flattening or Steepening than the apex area of the 
cornea. The change in this limbral area of the cornea after 
Surgery is negligible compared to the change in the apex. 
Therefore the measurements are more accurate and compa 
rable using the System in accordance with the invention of 
the present System for pre and post operative corneal cur 
Vature changes. 

0119 FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C show the focusing aid in 
detail. An LED 121 is held in place by an LED holder 122. 
The tube 126 encases the focusing aid. A spacer 123 fits 
inside the tube 126 along with lens one (f=84mm) 125 and 
lens two (f=48 mm) 124. The focusing aid is secured to the 
optical assembly 58 by the focusing aid mounting collar 127. 
The LED holder 122 has 38 gauge wire cross hairs 129 
attached with epoxy. Focusing aid 130 projects these croSS 
hairs 129 onto the limbus area of the eye. The cross hairs 129 
are reflected by the eye back into the optics System and 
displayed on a Video monitor for the operator to observe. In 
FIG. 9, the operator actuates joy stick 42 bringing the 
Placido 2 into focus. The operator via the joystick moves the 
optical assembly 58 along the optical axis 151 as shown in 
FIG. 6A. This motion moves the optical assembly 58, 
focusing aid 130 and Placido 2 along the optical axis. The 
operator observes the focus aid image 103 in FIG. 4A on the 
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video monitor 200 in FIG. 1. The focus aid image is 
reflected off of the limbus region of the cornea into the optics 
assembly into the camera where it is displayed on the Video 
monitor 200. The angle of incidence 170 in FIG. 6A of the 
focus aid image upon the eye changes as the focusing aid 
travels along the axis 151. When the angle of incidence is 
proper, the croSS hairS Split the circle projected from the 
focusing aid into equal quadrants and the focusing aid is 
properly focused at the correct distance to take a shot of the 
Placido properly focused on the cornea That is when the 
focus aid is at the proper distance and in focus as indicated 
by the cross hairs positioned shown as in FIG. 6C, the 
Placido is also at the correct distance and properly in focus. 
This technique gives repeatable and consistent results. 
0120 When the cross hairs 129 in FIG. 5B are seen as 
shown in FIG. 6C the Placido is focused at a repeatable 
distance from the eye each time before and after corneal 
Surgery because of this precise focusing technique upon the 
limbral region of the cornea. Changes in the central shape of 
the cornea have a negligible effect upon the focus distance 
and therefore introduce little error into the analysis of the 
cornea. Hence the measurements are repeatable and negli 
gible error is induced by a change in the reference point. The 
operator adjusts the focusing aid and placid reference dis 
tance using a calibrated Sphere with a known radius of 
CurVature. 

Frame Grabber Board 

0121 The present system in accordance with the inven 
tion takes a digital picture of the Placido as it is reflected by 
the cornea using the CCD camera. The frame grabber board 
Stores this image by grabbing two (even and odd) consecu 
tive NTSC video fields /60 of a second apart, storing them 
in memory to form a NTSC video frame giving a composite 
image for viewing by the operator. The board also enables 
the operator to actuate the frame grabber via a foot Switch. 
The board is designed to work at high speed with the 
computer and Software. The design details and Schematic, as 
well as the programmable logic array equations, are pre 
sented in FIGS. 10A through 10K. 

Edge Detection and Analysis 
0122) The illustrative system in accordance with the 
invention looks at the Placido reflection from the cornea and 
determines the position of the edges of the light and dark 
pattern generated by the Placido. The edge detection and 
analysis Software is set out in the appendix. 

Placido Selection and Design 
0123. Different types and shapes for the Placido may be 
used. In a cylindrical Placido the rings are marked around 
the inside of the tubular Surface to generate a pattern of rings 
when projected onto the cornea. However, in this arrange 
ment the distance from the Placido to the eye is very short, 
usually less than 1" and most likely right on top of the eye. 
A planar Placido increases the distance from the Placido to 
the eye and in the present embodiment is at approximately 
3". Increasing this working distance from the Placido 
decreases the effect of positioning errors. What is an error of 
/10" is a much smaller percentage of 3" than it is of 1" so that 
as an error of /10" has much less effect on the measurements 
using a planar Placido with a working distance of approxi 
mately 3", than a cylindrical Placido with a working distance 
of 1". 
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0.124. The generic design of the Placido is set out in the 
mathematical model below. In a planar Placido the inner 
bands of the Placido are thinner than the outer bands to 
generate a 50% duty cycle between light and dark edges in 
the reflected Placido image off of a normal cornea. The 
Placido can be designed to generate a 50% duty cycle of 
light and dark edges in the reflected Placido image or any 
other duty cycle or variable duty cycle desired. The Placido 
can be designed for any shape also using the mathematical 
model set forth below. The design of the Placido is a 
generalized design and is set out below as a mathematical 
model. This model works for any shape Placido. The design 
model tells the operator where to put the Placido edges on 
any shape Placido. For any shape Placido the operator must 
mark edges on the shape and the mathematical model tells 
the operator where to mark the edges on the shape. 
0.125 The Placido generates a virtual image on the con 
veX cornea. The image actually exists behind the Surface of 
the cornea, So when the operator focuses, the focus is on a 
point internal to the eye where the virtual image exists. This 
virtual image of the Placido is object of the camera. The 
Virtual image is a Series of rings. Using this design method 
and a planar Placido increases the working distance, which 
is more comfortable for the patient and less difficult to 
position. 

Mathematical Model for Placido 

0.126 Each larger successive concentric Placido ring is 
wider to reflect a nominally uniform width set of rings in the 
cornea. The normal angle with respect to optical axis at point 
yi (2.y1 dia Zone) is given by a =sin-1 y1/7.937), where 
7.937 is the radius of curvature at a 42.5 diopter surface. For 
a reflected ray from pointy 1 to be parallel to the optical axis, 
it follows that the angle of incidence of that ray (on point y1) 
be 

0127. This ray emanates from a ring edge on the Placido 
making the enter of curvature of a 42.5 diopter Surface our 
origin in a Cartesian frame of reference, we have the locus 
for the Placido point yielding a reflection at the 2Y diameter 
ZOC S 

0128 (y-y 1)=M (x-x1) (equation of a line) 
0129 M=Tan 2a (angle of incident ray with respect to X 
axis) 
0130 Since (y1)2+(x1)2=(7.937)2 (equation of 42.5 
Diopter Surface) 
0131) Therefore, Y=X tan 2a+Y1-(tan 2a) (7.9372– 
Y12)%) 

3) ie: 

y = x: a?sin-1-1- + ansin- 7.7) 
Y1 2 si 1-Y- 7.95 Y12)1 12 - tal (sin- 7.) f 

0132) is the focus of Placido points yielding a 2 Y1 
diameter reflect on a 42.5 D Surface. 
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0133) The tip of the 42.5 D surface is at 7.937 
mm=0.3125". 

0134) Choosing an X (eye clearance is x-0.3125 inches) 
yields an ordered pair (X,Y) for the Placido profile. Note that 
Y Max will be the overall diameter of the Placido (X Max, 
Y Max) if Y1=Max desired Zone covered. Choose Y2=Min 
desired Zone covered Y=%"/2 yields (X Min, Y Max) for 
Placido inside circle for a conical Placido, the focus of 
Placido points is 

X- XMin 
Y - XMin 

X - XMax 
-- 

Y-Max 

4) ie: 

(YMax - YMin) -- 
(XMax - XMin) 

(XMaxYMin - XMinyMax) 
(YMax - XMin) 

0135) 
0136 NOTE: Conical Placido profile has been used here 
but the theory obviously extends to any desired profile, from 
cylindrical to planar 

and the solution of 4)+3) yield edge radii. 

Optical Assembly 
0.137 The optical assembly houses a power Supply and 
electronics, illuminating lamp, a camera, the optics, a 
Placido and the focusing aid. The camera sits inside the 
optical assembly and behind a plate. The camera has an 
optical tube that contains a lens which passes through the 
plate and projects all the way forward to the Placido. The 
tube surrounds the optical path of the Placido image. The 
fluorescent lamp that illuminates the Placido sits in front of 
the plate. The shape of the housing eliminates the need for 
a reflector pan as the housing Serves as a reflector behind the 
lamp that illuminates the Placido. The purpose is to have a 
homogeneous light Source to illuminate the Placido. 
0138. The optical assembly is detailed in FIGS. 8A-8I. 
The layout and design of the optical path is set out in FIGS. 
11A and 11B. The optical path in the current embodiment is 
a single lens System taking a magnification of 0.58 for 12 
mm coverage So the doctor can See Slightly more area than 
the eye itself. The design can accommodate various lens 
sizes. For example for a 75 mm lens, the total path length of 
the tube is approximately 8 inches. The outside diameter of 
the tube is 1/4" and has 3 baffles with %" apertures. 
0139 Magnification is important to the resolution of the 
System. The pixel resolution of the System is proportional to 
the magnification of the lens. More magnification means 
more pixels per millimeter and less resolution. The more 
pixels per millimeter that are present the better one can 
analyze Small changes acroSS that distance. For example, if 
you have 5 pixels per millimeter you can resolve a pixel /S 
of a millimeter in size. If you have 10 pixels per millimeter 
you can resolve a pixel /10 of a millimeter in size. 

Power Supply Board 
0140. The power supply board is specifically designed to 
work with the present System in accordance with the inven 
tion and is presented in detail in FIG. 9. 

Contact Lens Fitting System 
0.141. The system in accordance with the invention 
includes a contact lens fitting System including Software in 
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which the corneal analysis generated inputs into a transfor 
mation function operating in Software. The transformation 
function converts the corneal topographic profile parameters 
into contact lens design parameters. These contact lens 
design parameters are Sent to a contact lens lathe, well 
known in the art, to Sculpt a custom contact lens to fit the eye 
that has been analyzed. The contact lens design parameters 
may be checked for quality control before Sending the 
parameters to the lathe or the parameters can be sent to the 
lathe without Such a quality control checking function and 
Simply let the patient and physician determine if the lens is 
Satisfactory. A Software function (or equivalent) to transfer 
the contact lens parameters from the corneal analysis com 
puter to a lathe for Sculpting a lens is necessary to implement 
the System. One Such quality control function has been 
developed by Polytech, Division of EMI-MEC, Limited, a 
Sunleaigh Company, School Lane, Chandler Ford, East 
Leigh, Hempshire, England, S053ZE. The present system in 
accordance with the invention does not claim the Polytech 
version of the quality control function. The Software for the 
transformation from corneal parameters to contact lens 
design parameters and the link Software from the design 
parameters are available in Source listing form in the appen 
dix to the Specification. 
0142. The communications software that sends a file 
from the corneal topography analyzer computer to any other 
computer utilizes an off the shelf package available from 
Blaise Computing, Inc., 2560 Ninth St., Suite 316, Berkley, 
Calif., (415) 540-5441. 

Checkered Placido 

0.143 A ray passing through a point on a checkered 
Placido, reflected off a cornea, and detected by a CCD 
camera is graphically depicted in FIG. 15. The focal plane 
40 of the CCD camera, the plane of the lens 42, the plane of 
the Placido 44 and the plane 46 tangential to the apex of the 
cornea are depicted in FIG. 15. Each plane contains a local 
XY coordinate system. The origin of the XY coordinate 
System existing in each plane is intersected by a line 48 
representing the optical axis of the eye. Each plane is 
parallel to the other planes. The optical axis is coincident 
with the origin of the coordinate System in each plane. Point 
“A”50 lies on the Placido 44. Aline intersecting point “A”50 
and the origin of the XY coordinate System lying in the 
Placido plane 44 forms an angle “a”52 with the horizontal 
axis or X axis of the XY Placido coordinate system. 
0144. As shown in FIG. 18 the Placido in an illustrative 
embodiment is shaped like a cone. In an alternative embodi 
ment, the Placido could be a paraboloid. In yet another 
alternative embodiment, the Placido could be yet another 
shaped Surface. The patient looks into the concave Surface of 
the conical Placido in a preferred embodiment. The exterior 
or convex Surface of the conical Placido in a preferred 
embodiment is backlit by a light source. Point A 50 repre 
Sents a point on the Placido. A ray of light from the light 
Source will pass through point “A” on the Placido and strike 
a reflection point 58. This ray is called the incident ray 56. 
The incident ray 56 passes through Placido point “A”50 and 
is reflected at the reflection point 58. The reflected ray 60 is 
detected point “A”62 on the CCD focal plane 40. A line 64 
passing through detected at point 62 and through the origin 
of the coordinate system existing in CCD plane 40 forms an 
angle “a'66 with the horizontal axis or X axis of the CCD 
plane coordinate System. 
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0145 Referring now to FIG. 19 a front view of the 
checkered Placido, the Placido is laid out in a checkered 
pattern. In a preferred embodiment, the checkered Placido is 
made up of black and white Sections. In an alternative 
embodiment, the checkered Placido could be made up of 
another Set of contrasting colors. The checkered pattern is 
designed So that black and white transitions are encountered 
when traveling along a radius drawn from the origin 74 to 
the outer edge 76 of the Placido as concentric rings of 
contrasting color are encountered. The design also provides 
for black and white transitions when traveling along an arc 
78. The arc 78 is generated by angularly rotating a point 
drawn a distance R from the origin 74 where R is less than 
the radius of the Placido perimeter 76. Thus, edge transitions 
are encountered when traveling along a concentric circle 
drawn inside the perimeter of the Placido circumference as 
adjacent Sections of contrasting color are encountered. 
These Sections are formed by drawing a plurality of radii to 
form the triangular shaped sections shown in FIG. 19. Upon 
drawing a plurality of radii there will be edge transitions 
encountered both radially and concentrically in the pattern. 
There will exist points on this pattern which will have edge 
transitions both radially and concentrically. These points 
will be defined as nodal points where it is possible for direct 
measure of orthogonal radius of curvatures, radially and 
concentrically. 

0146 Abenefit of the checkered Placido is that, as shown 
in FIG. 15 with the checkered Placido, the meridian of the 
incident ray can be determined by construction. Therefore 
when the meridian of the reflected ray is measured it is 
possible to determine the precise orientation of the Surface 
normal at the reflecting point. Referring again to FIG. 15, in 
the past it was assumed that the incident ray, the Surface 
normal and the reflected ray were contained in a Single 
plane. This plane was assumed to contain the principle or 
optical axis. However, this is not necessarily true. It depends 
on the precise orientation of the Surface normal at the 
reflecting point or the shape of the Surface at the reflection 
point. 

0147 When the reflection point is located on a perfectly 
Spherical Surface the principle axis or optical axis is located 
in the plane containing the incident ray, the Surface normal 
and the reflected ray. However, when the reflection point is 
located on a non Spherical Surface, Such as a cornea having 
non Spherical characteristics, then the optical axis is not 
located in the plane containing the incident ray the Surface 
normal and the reflected ray. 

0.148. In the checkered Placido the angle or meridian of 
the incident ray can be determined because the checkered 
Placido has a marking or identifying line at the X axis in the 
coordinate system for the Placido plane. Thus, the deflection 
angle 79 of a line drawn through a point “B”50 on the 
Placido plane can be determined. Thus, the XY coordinates 
of the point “A”50 on the Placido plane are known. At nodal 
points there will be a unique Surface normal in three dimen 
Sions readily defined Since the edge transitions occur in 
orthogonal curvatures. 

0149 Referring now to FIG. 15, in a system with a 
Placido consisting only of concentric rings, not having the 
checkered pattern of the present embodiment, it was 
assumed that the angle "a'52 measuring the angular deflec 
tion from the horizontal of the point “A” on the Placido 
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plane, and the angle "?'66 measuring the angular deflection 
from horizontal of the point “a”62 the detected point on the 
CCD image plane, were the same. That is, it was assumed 
that the angular deflection of the point on the Placido plane 
and the angular deflection of the point on the detected CCD 
image were the Same. However, this assumption is not 
necessarily true when the reflection point is located on a 
Surface that is not perfectly spherical. 

0150. The point “A”50 is reflected at the reflection point 
58 and passes through the lens center represented by the 
origin of the lens plane coordinate System 42 and forms an 
image on the CCD focal plane. There is also a parallel ray 
from a virtual image, which is behind the eye. The parallel 
and the principal ray or chief ray converge at point 62 to 
determine where the image is formed. The System graphi 
cally depicted in FIG. 15 has been designed to form the 
image at the CCD focal plane So that only the principal ray 
is a concern in the calculation. 

0151. Previously it was assumed that the angle 52 was 
equal to the angle 66 because there was no way easy to 
determine where the point 50 was located in the Placido 
plane 44. However, with the checkered Placido the location 
of the point 50 on the Placido plane can be determined 
because the meridian or the angle “a”52 is known by 
construction. The deflection angle or meridian 66 of the 
detected point dan be measured on the detected GCD image. 
The angle “a”52 is known by construction because it lies on 
or near the interSection of a black to white or color transition 
edge on the checkered Placido. The angle measured from 
horizontal to each edge of the black to white or color 
transition on the Placido is known. Thus, points on or near 
these transition "edges' can be determined. 

0152 The deflection angle “à'66 of a detected point can 
be measured on the CCD. The angle 66 of the detected point 
will not equal the angle “a”52 of the point on the Placido 
when the reflection point is located on a nonspherical 
Surface. Also, when the reflection point is located on an 
nonspherical Surface, the Surface normal will be twisted Such 
that the surface normal at the reflection point 58 will not be 
contained in that plane containing the optical axis. It will be 
contained instead in a skewed plane. When the angle 52 is 
not equal to the angle 66, the Surface normal is not contained 
in the plane of the optical axis and the Surface containing the 
reflection point is not spherical. 

0153. Therefore the location of the point on the Placido 
helps determine more precisely the shape of the eye. The 
checkered Placido helps to determine the location of a point 
on the Placido by construction. The most obvious points are 
nodal points where orthogonal edge transitions occur by 
construction. The determination of the unique Surface nor 
mal in three dimensions is a direct consequence of knowing 
the tangent plane at each nodal point common to each of 
orthogonal local radius of curvature measurements calcu 
lated from the respective edge transition locations. The 
location of any point on the Placido can be determined 
because the Placido is constructed of black and white or 
contrasting Sections whose edge transitions can be detected 
and mapped or located So that a map is formed of these 
known locations of points on the Placido. The angular 
deflection from horizontal for each black to white or color 
transition edge is known because the checkered Placido is 
manufactured with a known deflection angle for each of 
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these transition edges. Knowing the measured angle 66 of 
the detected point, one can use Solid geometry to go from 
point 62 on the CCD image through the lens center back to 
the reflection point on the cornea of the eye and back to a 
known point “A” on the checkered Placido. The angle 52 
determines the Surface normal of the reflection point in 
three-dimensional coordinates. These three-dimensional 
coordinates define precisely the orientation of the Surface 
normal at the reflection point (N, N, and NZ). This triplet 
identifies the surface normal at the reflection point. The 
Surface normal triplet can be determined for every point on 
the cornea where a measurement is taken. 

0154 Any line originating from the center of a sphere 
and interSecting the Surface of the Sphere is a normal. In 
nonspherical Volume there may be a significant perturbation 
away from a triplet for a normal on a spherical Surface. The 
checkered Placido helps to determine this perturbation or 
delta. Determining this perturbation or delta enables the 
corneal analysis System to determine more precisely the 
topographical or non-spherical characteristics of the Surface 
of the cornea at the reflection point. 
O155 Points on the Placido are mapped based on the 
angular deflection of the point from that Zeroth meridian or 
horizontal axis. Each edge at a color transitions is a known 
number of degrees from the horizontal. The radial Placido 
Sections are constructed by drawing radii So that each 
Section is a known number of degrees from horizontal. For 
example, if each radial Section is 10 degrees wide the 
angular deflection between the horizontal or Zeroth meridian 
and the edge of the first section would be 10 degrees, 20 
degrees to the Second Section edge, 30 degrees to the third 
Section edge, and So on. The black to white edges or color 
transition edges formed by the adjoining radial Sections 
encountered in the angular direction are detected by the 
Same edge detection and location method as used for the 
edges of the concentric circles encountered in the radial 
direction. In a preferred embodiment, adjacent Sections on 
the Placido are alternately black and white, however, the 
adjacent Sections can be another Set of contrasting colors, as 
long as a detectable edge is formed between adjacent 
Sections, to facilitate locating points on the Placido. 

0156 The edges or color transitions are determined by 
the mathematical process of differentiation. The derivative 
function highlights these edges by generating an impulsive 
change. The impulsive change is used to determine the 
precise position of the edge of the black to white or color 
transition between two pixels. The position is determined to 
a Sub-pixel position by a process of weighting and using the 
Surrounding pixel information to determine where between 
the two pixels the edge is precisely located. 

O157 The surface normal is calculated by drawing a line 
from the detected point 62 to the reflection point and 
drawing a line from the reflection point to point 50 on the 
Placido. The angle bisecting the angle between these two 
lines is the Surface normal. 

0158. A successive approximation process is used to 
determine the reflection point at which the Surface normal 
intersects the eye. 
0159. Knowing the location of the detected point 62, the 
lens center point and the location of the Placido point 50, and 
reflection point one can calculate the Surface normal. A line 
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is drawn from point 62 through a point at the origin of the 
lens coordinate system 42 or the center of the lens. This line 
60 is extended to intersect the plane of the reflection point. 
A plane which contains the line extended through point 62 
and the center of the lens is rotated until it touches the point 
50 on the Placido. The X and the Y coordinate of the Surface 
normal are determined. The Z coordinate of the Surface 
normal is then determined. Once the three coordinates of the 
Surface normal are known-for a number of points, a plane 
can be drawn orthogonal to each Surface normal. The planes 
can be joined together to form a multi-faceted Surface area. 
This area of facets or joined planes can be Smoothed to 
represent the Surface contour of the cornea. That is, the 
faceted Surface is integrated to Smooth the faceted Surface to 
represent the actual contour of the cornea. Points in between 
the Surface normal are calculated by the process of interpo 
lation. The actual contour of the cornea can be further 
described; for example, by calculating, among possible 
curvatures, the mean curvature, either arithmetic or geomet 
ric (Gaussian), at an infinitely Small area when two ortho 
nogal or principal radius of curvatures are known. The local 
area Surrounding an nodal point can be directly analyzed to 
provide these mean curvature measurements either arith 
metic or geometric (Gaussian) to describe more precisely the 
local radius of curvature of the cornea's contour. FIG. 

demonstrates this calculation where a nodal point 
analysis containes orthogonal edge transition for determin 
ing the local radius of curvature in orthonogal direction 
which can be mathematically manipulated to provide the 
arithmetic or geometric (Gaussian) mean of the lcoal radius 
of curvature to provide more precise analysis of the corneas 
contour. This process provides novel capability to determine 
the contour of the cornea and therefore its refractive power 
as an optical element necessary for vision by the eye. 
Historically, curvature measurements had only been made in 
a radial fashion from the optical axis of the cornea outward, 
peripherally. Mean curvature calculation from measurement 
of orthonogal local radius of curvatures will further enhance 
our understanding of the cornea contour and its shape in 
addition to its optical performance. This process more 
precisely defines the Surface of the eye. 

Arithmetic R mean = 2 

0160 or 
Geometric R mean=VR, OR, 

0.161. At times it may be difficult to know exactly what 
ring on the Placido corresponds to the ring detected in the 
CCD digital image. This may be due to corneal distortion, 
Surgical Scarring, or Some other optical aberation that oblit 
erates data in the digital image So that an edge becomes 
undetectable. AS explained above, it is advantageous to 
know which ring or Section on the Placido corresponds to the 
ring or Section detected in the CCD digial image. Ring Seven 
may be mistaken for ring Six, for example, if the edge 
between ring five and six is not detected and not counted, 
thus skipped. In an illustrative embodiment, as shown in 
FIG. 19, a reference mark 76 or numeral is placed on the 
Placido to a ring or section on the Placido. 
0162. As shown in FIG. 20, reference marks or numerals 
enhance correlation of points on the CCD digital image and 
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corresponding points on the Placido. In an illustrative 
embodiment, reference marks or numerals are placed in each 
white ring. Four lines of reference numerals are placed 
respectively at Zero degrees, ninety degrees, one hundred 
eighty degrees, and two hundred Seventy degrees to facili 
tate checking of each of the quadrants. 
01.63 Even though the reference marks may undergo 
distortions, including Scale, perspective, and rotation, when 
reflected of a non-spherical Surface, the System can find the 
Section containing the reference mark. The System will do a 
mapping back into a normalized Space to obtain a normal 
ized detected reference mark. In normalized Space there is a 
library in which templates are Stored for the reference marks 
or numerals as detected when reflected from calibrated 
Spheres. The System correlates the Stored template mark or 
numeral from the library with the normalized detected 
reference mark or numeral to confirm which ring or Section 
on the Placido corresponds to the detected ring or Section. 
0164. The normalization of reference marks allows the 
System to recognize numerals or marks that have undergone 
translation, rotation, and rubber-Sheeting type of perspective 
distortion. 

01.65 While an embodiment of the present system in 
accordance with the invention has been described herein, it 
will be understood that a person skilled in the art may make 
minor alternations or Substitute circuitry and apparatus other 
than that described without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. For example, those of ordinary skill having the 
benefit of this disclosure will of course recognized that the 
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“hard-wired” discrete logic function described herein may 
alternatively and equivalently be implemented in Software, 
i.e., through Suitable programming of a processor System 
equipped with a Suitable processor and a memory or other 
Storage device. Such a Software implementation would be a 
matter of routine for those of ordinary skill having the 
benefit of this disclosure and knowledge of the processor 
System in question. Software functions disclosed in this 
application could likewise be implemented in hardware by a 
perSon having ordinary skill and the benefit of this disclo 
SUC. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of corneal analysis using a checkered placido 

comprising the following Steps: 
a) projecting the image of Said checkered placido onto a 

patient's cornea; 
b) detecting an image of Said checkered placido reflected 

off of Said cornea; 

c) detecting a plurality of nodal points from Said reflected 
image of Said checkered placido, 

d) determining mean curvature of Said cornea at a plu 
rality of Said nodal points, and 

e) analyzing said mean curvature at said plurality of Said 
nodal points to produce a graphic display of the esti 
mated actual curvature of Said cornea. 


